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Lecture #17: Java conditionals/loops, contLecture #17: Java conditionals/loops, cont’’d.d.
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AdministriviaAdministrivia

HW#3 returned todayHW#3 returned today
LetLet’’s look at HW#4 brieflys look at HW#4 briefly

CommandCommand--line argumentsline arguments
If you submit written electronically, If you submit written electronically, name your file name your file 
correctly!correctly!

A few students didnA few students didn’’t for HW#3; if your grade is t for HW#3; if your grade is 
incomplete, come see meincomplete, come see me

Reminder: donReminder: don’’t cheat; we just caught a few t cheat; we just caught a few 
people yesterdaypeople yesterday

While example, While example, reduxredux

Maintain a Maintain a running sumrunning sum
A A sentinel valuesentinel value is a special input value that is a special input value that 
represents the end of inputrepresents the end of input

Input validationInput validation
““While the user types an invalid value, reject and While the user types an invalid value, reject and 
wait for a valid value.wait for a valid value.””

Example: calculate mean of examsExample: calculate mean of exams
Similar to Similar to ifif statements, statements, whilewhile statements can be statements can be 
nested as wellnested as well
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Infinite LoopsInfinite Loops

The body of a The body of a whilewhile loop eventually must loop eventually must 
make the condition falsemake the condition false
If not, it is called an If not, it is called an infinite loopinfinite loop, which will , which will 
execute until the user interrupts the programexecute until the user interrupts the program
This is a common logical errorThis is a common logical error
You should always double check the logic of a You should always double check the logic of a 
program to ensure that your loops will terminate program to ensure that your loops will terminate 
normallynormally

Infinite LoopsInfinite Loops

An example of an infinite loop:An example of an infinite loop:

This loop will continue executing until This loop will continue executing until 
interrupted or until an underflow error occursinterrupted or until an underflow error occurs

int count = 1;
while(count <= 25) {

System.out.println(count);
count = count - 1;

}

Nested LoopsNested Loops

How many times will the string How many times will the string "Here""Here" be be 
printed?printed?

count1 = 1;
while(count1 <= 10) {

count2 = 1;
while(count2 <= 20) {

System.out.println("Here");
count2++;

}
count1++;

}
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break, version 2break, version 2

We saw We saw breakbreak in the context of in the context of switchswitch, but it can , but it can 
be used with be used with whilewhile (and other loops) as well; for (and other loops) as well; for 
example,example,

while(truewhile(true) {) {
if(iif(i > 10) break;> 10) break;
else i++;else i++;

}}

What is this code equivalent to? What is this code equivalent to? 
Generally, you donGenerally, you don’’t use break, but itt use break, but it’’s useful to have, s useful to have, 
especially if the while loop is very complexespecially if the while loop is very complex
If you have nested loops, break only breaks out of the If you have nested loops, break only breaks out of the 
most immediate loop, not all of themmost immediate loop, not all of them

returnreturn can be used to break out of a bunch of loops, but avoidcan be used to break out of a bunch of loops, but avoid

The do StatementThe do Statement

A A do statementdo statement has the following syntax:has the following syntax:

The The statementstatement is executed once initially, and is executed once initially, and 
then the then the conditioncondition is evaluatedis evaluated
The statement is executed repeatedly until the The statement is executed repeatedly until the 
condition becomes falsecondition becomes false

do {
statement;

} while(condition);

The do StatementThe do Statement

An example of a An example of a dodo loop:loop:

The body of a The body of a dodo loop executes at least onceloop executes at least once
WhatWhat’’s the result of this code fragment?s the result of this code fragment?
dodo is particularly useful for is particularly useful for ““interactive repetitioninteractive repetition””

int count = 0;
do {

count++;
System.out.println(count);

} while (count < 5);
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Comparing while and doComparing while and do

statement

true false

condition
evaluated

The while Loop

true

condition
evaluated

statement

false

The do Loop

The for StatementThe for Statement

A A for statementfor statement has the following syntax:has the following syntax:

for ( initialization ; condition ; increment )
statement;

The initialization
is executed once

before the loop begins

The statement is
executed until the

condition becomes false

The increment portion is executed at 
the end of each iteration

Logic of a for loopLogic of a for loop

statement

true

condition
evaluated

false

increment

initialization
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The for StatementThe for Statement

A A forfor loop is functionally equivalent to the loop is functionally equivalent to the 
following following whilewhile loop structure:loop structure:

initialization;
while(condition) {

statement;
increment;

}

The for StatementThe for Statement

An example of a An example of a forfor loop:loop:

The initialization section can be used to declare The initialization section can be used to declare 
a variablea variable
Like a Like a whilewhile loop, the condition of a loop, the condition of a forfor
loop is tested loop is tested priorprior to executing the loop bodyto executing the loop body
Therefore, the body of a Therefore, the body of a forfor loop will execute loop will execute 
zero or more timeszero or more times

for (int count=1; count < 5; count++)
System.out.println (count);

The for StatementThe for Statement

The increment section can perform any The increment section can perform any 
calculationcalculation

A A forfor loop is well suited for executing loop is well suited for executing 
statements a specific number of times that can statements a specific number of times that can 
be calculated or determined in advancebe calculated or determined in advance

for (int num=100; num > 0; num -= 5)
System.out.println(num);
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The for StatementThe for Statement

Each expression in the header of a Each expression in the header of a forfor loop is loop is 
optionaloptional
If the initialization is left out, no initialization is If the initialization is left out, no initialization is 
performedperformed
If the condition is left out, it is always If the condition is left out, it is always 
considered to be true, and therefore creates an considered to be true, and therefore creates an 
infinite loopinfinite loop
If the increment is left out, no increment If the increment is left out, no increment 
operation is performedoperation is performed

InIn--class extra creditclass extra credit

HereHere’’s how it works:s how it works:
II’’ll outline the problem on the board in classll outline the problem on the board in class
At the At the beginningbeginning of of next classnext class, hand in a printout containing:, hand in a printout containing:

Your nameYour name
The codeThe code
Execution of the codeExecution of the code
A few sentences explaining what you found outA few sentences explaining what you found out

NoNo electronic submission for thiselectronic submission for this
This will This will notnot affect the grade of those that donaffect the grade of those that don’’t do itt do it
Goal is for people to get opportunities to practice Goal is for people to get opportunities to practice 
concepts more frequently than concepts more frequently than homeworkshomeworks

IteratorsIterators

An An iteratoriterator is an object that allows you to process a is an object that allows you to process a 
collection of items one at a timecollection of items one at a time
Step through each item in turn and process it as neededStep through each item in turn and process it as needed

The The hasNexthasNext method that returns true if there is at least method that returns true if there is at least 
one more item to processone more item to process
The The nextnext method returns the next itemmethod returns the next item

Several classes in Java, including Several classes in Java, including ScannerScanner, are , are 
iteratorsiterators

The The hasNexthasNext method returns true if there is more data to method returns true if there is more data to 
be scannedbe scanned
The The nextnext method returns the next scanned token as a stringmethod returns the next scanned token as a string
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IteratorsIterators

The The ScannerScanner class also has variations on the class also has variations on the 
hasNexthasNext method for specific data types (such as method for specific data types (such as 
hasNextInthasNextInt))
The fact that a The fact that a ScannerScanner is an is an iteratoriterator is particularly is particularly 
helpful when reading input from a filehelpful when reading input from a file

What if we wanted to change our averaging program to read What if we wanted to change our averaging program to read 
from a file containing the numbers?from a file containing the numbers?
Need to handle Need to handle IOExceptionIOException; we do so by ; we do so by ““throwingthrowing”” for for 
nownow
Use Use commandcommand--lineline arguments to specify the file to readarguments to specify the file to read

So, what can we do?So, what can we do?

Book examplesBook examples
Palindrome testerPalindrome tester
URL dissector (huh?)URL dissector (huh?)
Number reverserNumber reverser
Multiplicative tableMultiplicative table
Stars (used for HW)Stars (used for HW)

We need to start thinking on how we can We need to start thinking on how we can 
formulate these problemsformulate these problems

DescribeDescribe the algorithm in greater detailthe algorithm in greater detail

Representing algorithmsRepresenting algorithms

Code (of course)Code (of course)
Natural language (steps, etc.)Natural language (steps, etc.)
PsuedocodePsuedocode

English language constructs modeled to look like English language constructs modeled to look like 
statements available in most programming languagesstatements available in most programming languages
Steps presented in a structured manner (numbered, Steps presented in a structured manner (numbered, 
indented, etc.)indented, etc.)
No fixed syntax for most operations is required, but No fixed syntax for most operations is required, but 
more readable than natural languagemore readable than natural language
Emphasis is on process, not notationEmphasis is on process, not notation
Can be easily translated into a programming languageCan be easily translated into a programming language
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How do we come up with How do we come up with 
algorithms?algorithms?

An imprecise science at best: problemAn imprecise science at best: problem--solvingsolving
Understand the problemUnderstand the problem
Get an idea of how/which algorithm might solve the Get an idea of how/which algorithm might solve the 
problemproblem
Formulate the algorithm and represent as a programFormulate the algorithm and represent as a program
Evaluate the program for accuracy and potential to Evaluate the program for accuracy and potential to 
solve other problemssolve other problems

This is not much help, is it?This is not much help, is it?

““Get a foot in the doorGet a foot in the door””

Try doing the first (few) Try doing the first (few) step(sstep(s) by hand) by hand
Look at what you had to do to accomplish itLook at what you had to do to accomplish it
See if you can reapply this to continue solving the See if you can reapply this to continue solving the 
problemproblem

Reapply another solutionReapply another solution
Stepwise refinementStepwise refinement

Look at the problem from a very high levelLook at the problem from a very high level
Break it down repeatedly into smaller pieces, until Break it down repeatedly into smaller pieces, until 
we get a set of algorithmic stepswe get a set of algorithmic steps

Board examplesBoard examples

1.1. Palindrome checker (see book for code)Palindrome checker (see book for code)
2.2. Print out the first Print out the first nn Fibonacci numbersFibonacci numbers
3.3. Search for a number in a listSearch for a number in a list
4.4. Reverse a list (array) of numbersReverse a list (array) of numbers
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Next timeNext time

Continue working with algorithmsContinue working with algorithms


